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　　　激光誘尋聚醗亜肢表面形成的周期性徴堵杓，不佼具有納米深度的表面洵槽，同吋聚

醗亜肢分子縫和槌段具有垂重于納米淘槽方向的排列趨勢。我伯研究了液晶分子在其上的

定向行力。実駐堵果表明s不佼聚酸亜肢表面洵槽対液晶分子具有定向功能，而且取向的

聚合物分子槌対液晶分子也具有定向功能. 両者是－↑竟争辺程。当表面洵槽浅吋，液晶

分子取向方向受村底m合物取向分子縫底控制，即“分子一分子相互作用理恰”是液晶取

向的主要机制;当表面洵槽深吋，液晶分子的取向方向受洵槽方向的控制，即“洵槽理ife”

成力主要因素。液晶分子}人村底聚合物分子縫取向方向終変到淘槽方向辻渡区的淘槽深度

在12-:14nm苑圃。

1. Introduction

　　Rubbing technique has been widely used in manufacturing liquid crystal di^lay

for its simplicity and reliabilityfor many years. but the exact mechanism of liquid

crystal (LC)alignment was stilla debated topic. The ability of rubbed polymer

surface in controlling the alignment of LC molecules has been considered as the

results of the induced alignment by the surface microgroove generated by the

mechanical rabbing (“microgroove effect")'-*),or the anisotropic van der Walls

interaction between the LC molecules and the oriented surface polymer molecules or

segments ("molecule-molecule interaction")^'孔Since the microgroove and the

orientation of polymer chains are generated simultaneously and have the identical

directionin the rubbing process, it would be very difficultto clarify the mechanism of

the LC alignment from the experimental resultsbased on the rubbed polymer surface.

Some researchers used laser-ablation polymer microrelief surface'^''",unidirectional

stretching陶and Langmuir-Blodgett films'*)to verify the effect of surface

microgrooves or molecular orientation,respectively. But the surface of these treated

polymer films has character of eithermolecular orientation or microgroove, or the two

characters have the same direction.The real mechanism of liquid crystal alignment is

far/from clear｡

　　The periodic microgroove゛ structure on polymer surfaces induced by one

polarized pulsed laser has recently been widely investigated''"). When the laser

ｅｎｅrgyis smaller than the ablation threshold energy of the polymer (the minimal

energy for polymer photodecomposition), periodic microgroove structure can be
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　obtained on the polymer surface｡･The periodicity/of the microgroove structure (r)is

decided/by the wavel:ength of the/laser( λ),theﾄrefractiveindex of the polymer (n)

十and the angle of incidence (9ﾆ)with the following relationship:

十……………………Γ―λ/(n -sin O )　　　　＼犬　………(1)

くIt＼was also observed that the laser fluency would affect the depth but notしthe

　periodicityofthe surface microgrｏｏｖｅs,‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥‥

………＼　Inprevious study on the＼laser induced periodic microgroove on polyimide

　surface, we reported that the polyimide chains‥or上segments inづthe surface

microarooves tended to align in the direction perpendicular to the surface grooves'^.

　We believe the observation would be very useful in the investigation of the alignment

　mechanismへof liquid crystal molecules on the polymer surface, and therefore we

studied the alignment behavior of LC molecules on the laser induced periodic

microgroove surface. We obtained surface microgrooves with different dq}ths by

ch嘩^叫g the laｓｅrfluency, and the polarized optical microscopic results clarifiedthe

ぺeffects of the surface microgroove and surface molecular orientation on the LC

alignment.･.・・.･･･　･･･　　　　・･.・..･・　　　　　　　　・･･　　.・　　　　　・　･.

2. Eχperimental　　　　　..･　･.　･･　　　　　　　　　　.・　　　　　.･･..･.・　.・　　　　･.

　　The十polyimide used in this＼experiment is based on 4,4'-diamino-3,3'-

diphenylmetiiane　and benzophenone-3,3',4,4'-tetracarboxylic　dianhydride?).‥Its

chemicd structure was shown in Fig. 1. Polyimide films were made by dissolving the

polyimide in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone ( 10%wt)and spin coating onto ａ glass substrate.

After being dried at 100 ℃for 3 hours, and films with 1 μ声thickness were obtained.

Liquid crystal molecules, TEB-60 (n,＝l. 677, ムn=O. 161), was provided by Slichem

Liquid Crystal Materials Co., Shijiazhuang, China. It is ａ mixture of several

compounds. It is in its nematic state at room temperature (L( temperature range: －

20-60°C).　　　　　　　　　△　･･　　　　　　　　　　十　　　　ト　　　　･．

　十　The surface topographic profiles of laser-irradiated polyimides were detected

with a Digital Instruments Nano nia scanning probe microscope in air condition

using ａ contact mode. The alignment behavior of LG cells on the polyimide surface

was inv^gated by a crossed polarized optical microscopy (LEICA-DMLP)at room

tempecature.　＜　..･.･･･　･.　　　　　　・.　　　･･・.･　　.・・　・.・　　　　　･･

　ニーLarge area periodic structure on polyimide surface was prepared by using

optical set-iq) shown in Fig.2. Theトlaser used in this study was ａ Nd:YAG laser

operated on its third harmonic (355mn). The rqjetition rate and the pulse duration

were lOHz and 5 ns, respectively. The incident angle of the s-polarized pulse laser

beam was 20° .The laser fluency was in the range of 20mJ/cm^-50mJ/cml　十

3. Results and Discussion　　　　　　　　　･ .・.････.　　･･　　.･.･　.・・　　　.･

3.1 Laser|irradiated periodic microgroove on polyimide surface

　　トIn this study we･used two differentlaser fluencies of 24mJ/cm^ and 40mJ/cm^

respectively, to irradiate polyimide surface. The AFM results were showe:d in Fig.l.
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The top photos Ａ and Ｂ were the ＡＦＭ images of surface microgrooves generated

using laser fluencies of 24 mJ/cm^ and 40nlJ/cm^ respectively. The bottom was the

cross section profiles corresponding to the top images. The ＡＦＭ results showed that

the depth of surface periodic structure were about 10 nm and 45 ”万”1万,respectively, and

the periodicity of the surface grooves was not obviously changed.

3.2 Alignment behavior of LC molecules on the irradiated surface

　　To determine the alignment of LC molecules on the laser-irradiatedpolyimide

surface, the two laser-irradiatedpolyimide films with surface microgrooves of various

depths (on glass substrates)were cut to two parts and then assembled with the surface

microgroove of the two parts parallel to each other to form two LC cells.The cell

prqjared from/the polyimide film with shallow microgrooves万(lOnm) was named Cell

1. while that based on polyimide with deep microgrooves (45mn) was named Cell 2.

The cells were than put into the optical set-up as Fig. 2 with the direction of the

microgrooves parallelto the polarizer.The change in the intensity of the transmission

light with the rotation angle ｏｆthe LC cellswas described in Fig. 3. It was observed

that the intensity exhibited ａperiodical change for every 90 ° and the rotation angle

was 45, 135, 225, 315 e while the intensitywas minimal when the rotation angle was

0, 90, 180, 270 ° for both cells,indicating the existraiceof obvious alignment of the

LC molecules. In addition, from the relationship between the rotation angle and the

transmittance, it can be concluded that the LC molecules aligned in the direction

parallel or perpendicular to the polarizer,that is parallel to the microgroove direction

or the orientation direction of polymer molecular.　　　　　　　　　｀
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　　To further clarify the alignment direction of LC, we assembled LC cells using

one mechanically rubbed polyimide and one laser-irradiated polyimide and the

rubbing direction and the microgroove direction were perpendicular to each other.

The cellsusing polyimide having shallow (10 nm) microgrooves was named Cell 3,

while that with polyimide having deep (45 ran)microgrooves was named Cell 4. Ａ

crossed polarized optical microscopy was used to investigate the alignment direction

of LC cells.If the rubbing direction was parallel to the polarization direction of the

polarizer initially.then rotating Cell 3 by O ° and 90 °led to extinction. while

rotating by 45 ° and 135 ° gave light field.In contrast.rotating Cell 4 by O ° and

90 ° gave a light field ^ld 45 ° and 135 °led to extinction. The alignment of LC

molecules may be controlled by the microgrooves or the surface polyimide molecular

orientation.If it is controlled by the microgrooves， (whose direction is perpendicular

to the orientation direction of the polyimide molecules in this case), thai the LC cell

behaves as ａ twisted (90 °)nematic displaying mode: Rotating the LC cell by 0, 90,

180, 270 leads to light field, while rotating by 45, 135, 225, 315 gives

extinction. In contrary, if the alignment of the LC molecules is controlled by the

surface molecular orientation, then the LC cell behaves as ａ parallel non-twisted

displaying mode: Rotating the LC cell by 45. 135, 225, 3 1 5 °leads to light field,

while rotating by 0, 90, 180, 270 ° gives extinction. This indicates that the alignment

of LC molecules in Cell 4 was controlled by the surface microgroove, while that in

Cell 3 was controlled by the surface molecular orientation.It can then be concluded

that the surface molecular orientation controlled the alignment of LC molecules when

the depth of the surface microgrooves is small. while the microgrooves became
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decisivein the controlof the alignment of LC molecules when the depth was

increasedtoａcertainlevel.

　　　To know the microgroove dq)tfain which the decisive factor of the control of the

alignment of LC molecules was changed fiてtnsurface molecular orientation to

microgroove， following study was conducted using a special laser scanning mode.

Under this mode. the exposure time of the margin area ofthe surface was much longer

than that of the central area, which meant that dq)osited energy in the margin area

was greater than that in the central area of the scanning region. The depth of the

surface microgroove decreased from the margin (55nm)to the center (2.6nm) as

shown in Fig.5. When this polyimide film was used to assemble the LC cell in the

way identical to Cells 3 and 4, the transitionaldisplaying mode was clearly observed

in the polaiized microscope: Light field occuired in the insrgin area while extinction

occuired in the central area when the LC ceU was at the initial place. This result

indicated that the orientation of polymer molecules was the main factor to align the

LC molecules in the central part of the scanning area. while in the margin area. the

microgroove effect was more important and consequently aligned the LC molecules in

the groove direction. This study further confirmed the above conclusion. Using AFM

measurement. the depth for the displaying mode transitionwas found to be 12-14nm.
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3.3 Mechanism of LC alignment

　　　Berreman(″) firstsuggested that the free energy of the system was strongly

related to the alignment direction of the LC molecules and maintained that the

alignment of the director.n, of the LC molecules in the microgroove direction led to

the lowest free energy (P,)and the most stable system, while the alignment of the LC

molecules in the direction perpendicular to the microgroove direction would lead to

an increased bending elasticstrain and the highest free energy (F J.The difference

between F.and F//Can be described by

　　　　　　　　　　　　　△F=2 n 'ka/入3　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3)

where ａis the dqjth of the microgroove, λis the periodicity of the microgroove and

k is the characteristic parameter of the LC('*).Meanwhile, "molecule-molecule

interaction" theory{'-'^}indicates that the oriented polymer surface molecules has

anisotropic interaction with the LC molecules and the system has ａ minimal free

energy when the director of the LC molecules is parallelto the orientation direction of

the polymer molecules (and in our experiments, perpendicular to the microgroove

direction).

　　　From the above experimental results we can conclude that the“molecule-

molecule interaction" and surface “microgroove effect” are the two competitive

factorsin determining the alignment property of LC molecules. For the laser:“:induced

microgrooves on polyimide surface, the periodicity of the microgrooves is unchanged

for fixed laser wavelength and incident angle. The change in the laser energy leads to

only the change of the depth of the microgrooves. As the depth is increased, the
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decrease in the ft･eeenergy when the LC molecules alignin the microgroove direction

is increased. When the depth of the microgrooves is small, the interaction between the

surface polyimide molecules or segments and the LC molecules is the main factorin

the reduction of the free energy of the system and the LC molecules tend to align in

the orientation direction of polyimide molecules. As the depth of the microgrooves is

increased, the microgroove effectis enhanced and if the microgroove effectｅχceeds

the effect of the orientation of the polymer molecules, the LC molecules would tend to

align in the direction of the surface microgroove. Although the increase in the laser

energy might also lead to the increase in the degree of the orientation of the polymer

molecules and the interaction between the LC molecules and polymer molecules, this

increase does not seem to be as significant as the increase of the microgroove effect.It

can therefore be seen that the“surface microgroove effect”and“molecule-molecule

interaction" orientation are not ｅχelusive,but both influence the alignment of LC

molecules.

　　　Our results also indicate indirectly that the alignment of the LC molecules on ａ

rubbed polymer surface is the coordinated results of the“microgroove effect”and

“molecule-molecule interaction". Since the depth of the grooves generated by

mechanical rubbing is generally small （generally Ｓ lOnm）, the effect of polymer

molecular orientation　is the relativelyimportant factorin determining the alignment

of the LC molecules, as most of the studies revealed（'*'）.Meanwhile, the polymer

surface with deeper microgrooves could lead to the alignment of LC molecules in the

direction of the microgroove '■^^■^^）
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